Character's Name

General Character Concept

Your Discord Name and #

Character's Current Goal

Sire's Name
Tremere
13th

Scene Queen

■■■■■ ■■

Dominate

Cloud Memory
Mesmerize

Forgetful Mind

● ●●

Blood Sorcery

Taste for Blood

●

Rituals (Blood Sorcery) ●

Craft Bloodstone

1.) Non-graphic depictions of
egregious and/or deliberate
physical or emotional torture
to mortals; and/or gross
negligence towards victims of
someone's else's torture
2.) Murder, unless done as
self defense

Pick at least 1 touchstone
and 1 conviction, up to 3. TS
and Convictions must be tied
to each other and not be
related to kindred terminology
or kindred life, such as
ghouling.

Tremere cannot blood bond
other kindred. Mortals can
still be bound but must drink
the blood an additional
number of times equal to
bane severity.

●
Mawla (Sire or another kindred if Sire unknown) ● ● ●

Haven (Small house, large apartment, etc) ● ●

Resources (Savings, Job, Trust fund, etc) ●

Mask (Name of Mask, this is fake ID) ●
Fame (What group are they famous with?) ●

Contact (Name)

2

1

0

1

None

2
0

●
0

Prey Exclusion (Pick one)

0

●

Folkloric Block (ex: Garlic, Univited, Spilled Seeds) ●

Bond Junkie

●

Information about them and why they were
embraced, what has happened since?

Folkloric Block : A superstition that holds true for you kindred and repels them and forcing
them to spend a willpower point to cover come. Examples: Garlic, Holy Symbols, Uncounted
Spilled Seeds, Entering a home uninvited.
Prey Exclusion : This is a group or type of person whom the vampire will not feed from, doing
so will cause them to stain and seeing others do so can also cause stains.
Bond Junkie : it is harder to resist the blood bond by the number of dots.
Contact : Who is this person? This is a mortal who can get something cheap or common up to
resources 1. Examples are weed dealers, used car salesmen, etc etc
Please fill this in and next to the merits pick from those options listed/fill them in with the
information inside of the( ).

